RUTGERS LAW SCHOOL
FALL 2020 COMBINED EXAM SCHEDULE
Last Updated 6/29/2020
(Exam schedule is subject to minor changes)
RED= Newark  BLUE=Camden

Date Certain Exams (both day and evening courses)

Monday, December 7

Business Organizations (Eakeley)
Immigration Law (Cuison-Villazor)(eve)
Int’l Business Trans. (Fernandez) (eve)
Patent Litigation (Wepner) (eve)
Professional Responsibility (Rothman)
Wrongful Convictions (Thomas)

Intellectual Property (Carrier)

Tuesday, December 8

Accounting & Fin. Ana. (Guseva)
Corporate Tax (Shaheen)
First Amendment (Ball)
Labor Law (Pope)
Law of Democracy (Stein)

CIVIL PROCEDURE (Eyer)
CIVIL PROCEDURE (Shapiro)
CIVIL PROCEDURE (Stein) (eve)
Professional Responsibility (Jenoff)

Wednesday, December 9

Constitutional Law II (Boddie)
Foreign Rel. & Nat’l Security (Stephens)
TORTS (Aziz)
TORTS (Bell)
TORTS (Gold)
TORTS (Troutt)
Regulatory State (Noll) (eve)
Fin. Inst. Law & Regulation (Mohalim) (eve)

Alt. Dispute Resolution (Petrilla) (eve)
Business Organizations (Laby)
Crim. Proc. – Adjudications (Simkins)

Thursday, December 10

Corporate Finance (Gatti)
Critical Race Theory (Hyatt/Cuison-Villazor)
Internet Law (Bick)
State and Local Gov’t (Boddie)

Conflict of Laws (Dane)
Payment Systems (Hyland)
Animals: Law/Ethics (Francione)
Friday, December 11
Evidence (Rossner)
Family Law (Kim)
Int’l Law and Legit. (Coicaud)

Saturday, December 12
CONTRACTS (Dadush) (eve)
Crim Pro – Adjud’n (Farmer/Neafsey) (eve)
Employment Law (DiChiara) (eve)
Family Law (Guston) (eve)
PROPERTY (Godsil) (eve)

Monday, December 14
CRIMINAL LAW (Bergelson)
CRIMINAL LAW (Green)
CRIMINAL LAW (Haque)
CRIMINAL LAW (Thomas)
Evidence (Lore)
TORTS (Friedell)
TORTS (Maltz)
TORTS (Oberdiek)
TORTS (Goldfarb) (eve)

Tuesday, December 15
Legal Profession (Green) (eve)
Admiralty Law (Friedell)
Employment Law (Hawkins)
Int. to International Law (Clark)

Wednesday, December 16
Debtor & Creditor (Ondersma)
Evidence (Raveson)
Fed. Inc. Tax (Shaheen)
Intro. to International Law (Stephens)

Crim. Proc. – Invest. (Leone) (eve)

Antitrust (Carrier)

Thursday, December 17
Corporate Reorg (Kaplan) (eve)
Labor Law (West) (eve)
CRIMINAL LAW (Francione) (eve)

Entertainment Law (Andrews)

Friday, December 18
CONTRACTS (Chen)
CONTRACTS (Hyde)
CONTRACTS (Kettle)
CONTRACTS (Korobkin)

Labor Law (Harvey)
Self-Scheduled Exams (both day and evening courses)

EXAMS FULLY SELF-SCHEDULED (may be taken on any day of exam period)
All self-scheduled exams must be submitted by 3 pm on the last day of the exam period (Monday, 12/21/2020).

Complex Civil Litigation (Andrews)
Federal Income Taxation (Livingston)
Health Law: Regulating Financing (Frankford)

LIMITED SELF-SCHEDULED EXAMS
Exams available on start date and exams must be submitted by 3pm on the closing date listed below.

Exams available Dec. 7-14
Citizenship, Membership & the Constitution (Bosniak)
Estates & Trusts (Eutsler)
Evidence S.11 (Chase)
Family Law (Freedman)

SPECIAL NOTES
Courses that do not have a final exam (Clinics, most Skills and mandatory Writing courses, etc.) are not listed on this document. If you have general questions regarding the exam dates above, please contact:

- Assistant Dean Linda Garbaccio (Newark)
- Assistant Dean Ed Rentezelas (Camden)